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SUMMARY 
The use of Multi-Agent Systems as a Distributed AI 
paradigm for Robotics is the principal aim of our present 
work. In this paper we consider the needed concepts and 
a suitable architecture for a set of Agents in order to 
make it possible for them to cooperate in solving 
non-trivial tasks. 
Agents are sets of different software modules, each 
one implementing a function required for cooperation. A 
Monitor, an Acquaintance and Self-knowledge Modules, 
an Agenda and an Input queue, on the top of each 
Intelligent System, are fundamental modules that 
guarantee the process of cooperation, while the overall 
aim is devoted to the community of cooperative Agents. 
These Agents, which our testbed concerns, include 
Vision, Planner, World Model and the Robot itself. 
KEYWORDS: Multi-Agents; Cooperation; Knowledge; 
Robotics; Distributed AI. 
1. INTR0DUCl10N
The principal aim of our research in the Distributed
Artificial Intelligence (DAI) field, using the Multi-Agent
Systems paradigm, is to design a suitable system
architecture for the coordination of different intelligent
skills, specific to each one of various semi-autonomous
agents, inside a global and coherent cooperative
community exhibiting intelligent behavior when facing a
complex task. Our testbed is a flexible assembly robotic
cell using Vision and other different sensors and being
commanded by a User in a high-level task oriented
language.
An architecture of a decentralized set of active units 
which are able to exchange many different types of 
information in multiple directions may be constructed by 
different semi.autonomous Agents, each one with a 
certain degree of intelligence. 
In order to be considered as semi-autonomous, an 
Agent must have its own problem-solving capabilities. 
Some default reasoning is also needed to avoid the case of 
being idle whenever the requested information is missing 
when required. It is not desirable that an Agent should 
remain in a waiting state after a request has been made. 
Such Agent shall focus its attention on another problem, 
and from time to time check if the answer has already 
arrived. 
Complex problems may need the concurrence of 
several skills, competences and abilities in order to reach 
an acceptable solution. This does not necessarily imply a 
need of a pre-defined splitting of a problem into 
sub-problems and the attachment to each computing 
actor of one of these sub-problems, while waiting for all 
the partial solutions in order to fuse them into a final 
one. 
A richer form of cooperation goes beyond a rigid 
problem splitting or task-sharing, and may imply 
"simultaneous" efforts to answer the same question by 
more than one Agent. This involves a result-sharing 
facility enhancing the cooperative aspects of the 
community. 
The main idea of a community of Agents that are 
semi-autonomous is to propose an architecture where 
these Agents can go on trying to solve the problem but, 
at the same time, are able to put questions to each other, 
to accept their answers and to progress with them, in 
order to get a better solution faster. 
A collection of semi·autonomous Agents will then run 
in "parallel"* their problem-solving capabilities and 
cooperate via messages communication facilities. 
In a cooperative "community", Agents are supposed 
to formulate queries, to receive specific requests from 
others and to accept useful information ( answers to their 
questions or voluntary information from another agent). 
Therefore, cooperation is seen as a much richer concept 
than communication. In fact, what is involved it is not 
only the exchange of data, but also the possibility to 
assign other tasks to the Agents and redirect the flow of 
computation according to the incoming information. The 
paradigms of Distributed Artificial /ntelligence 1-3 seem
to be adequate to solve the problem of cooperation 
among different Agents whenever knowledge transfer is 
needed. 
2. MOTIVATION FOR COOPERATION IN
ROBOTICS
Whenever a robot arm is faced with a non-trivial task
like the assembly of parts which are present in a
incompletely structured environment, two main factors
should be taken into account which suggest a DAI and a
Multi Agents approach as paradigms. These factors are:
• Diversity of expertise required at different levels.
• Set of constraints under which these Agents must
perform, therefore cooperate, to solve a problem. 
Moreover, the inherently splitting of many tasks, is 
• The concept of parallelism should be substituted by the one
of interleaving, whenever different Agents run in the same
machine.
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another-factor ·pointing to the potential. benefits ·of 'close
cooperation among different specific Agentsi 
:-<, Each·' one of the given tasks to be executed in. an
'incompletely· det�rmieed . robotic environment, implies
planning by an intelligent system of the .work to be done.
· Such kind of "intelligence" needs, in -order to be
·effective to gather· numerous significant inputs from the
world-either g�ometrical or symbolic. information; which
is made available not only by computer Vision, but also
by a priori knowledge about possible expectations
: (Models)'. · · · ·· · · · : ' ... · ·-' - Moreover, an accurate action performed -by a physical
device, like a robot anti, •has to be: supervised at each
·step by special agents. monitoring its actions ·a�d
correcting on-line, its· deviations. 
Therefore; -it is obvious, that a community . of
·. cooperating Agents . provides a :possible and .elegant
solution· fot a flexible. robotic workcell design. . .
J.:coOPERATIVE COMMUNITY OF AGENTS 
·The ··community of Agents we have implemented, is
'made up·, of units which are not antagonistic but
complementary. This does not mean that there .is· no
competition among such Agents. In fact, due to a certain
:degree of overlapping expertise, one among ··several
. candidates may be chosen to answer a.question·or solve a
sub-problem ·at,a· certain time. .. 
As an example, we-· caa·, imagine .that whenever a
gripper loses an -object during movement, either a set·of
proximity sensors plus low level planning or the vision
Agent, . plus high level planning Agents, may tcy. to
command the recovery-of that lost object.· · ,.. 
In our ·approach we are playing with Agents ,which are
to a certain extetit semi-autonomous. This means,that if
some requested information is not obtained or is missing
in useful time;' an Agent must use its' own fault-reasoning
capabilities in order to avoid the situ'ation of,.oeing idle.
Therefore they· may guarantee ·their' own degiee,'of
''1iitelligence" t6 obfain a possibly-poor solution· even if
; 'they don't· gef convenient help ftOJh otheFS; ·,.::i"" :-· • 
'"!i Nevertheless, the principat aim'of the commjnity:is·to
exchange knowledge and data among-Agenfs"-'in:order to
solve some kind of assembly tasks under more er less
severe constraints. This cooperation takes place in· a
physical · environment, ·using. communication links be­
tween different processes or machines. The definition of 
proto'ci>ls, both at a knowled� level . as well .as at 
communication level, is then otu�ial.
4.--AGENI'S · .· ··. 
.An Agent is an active computational unit with its o.wn
problem-solving capabilit-ies, abie- , to be · executed
separ.ately and trying .to solve a task the best it,can.
Moreover, it has the. "perception'� of being a part of a
bigger "community". of Agents·, wit-h different skills ·and
objectives, nevertheless,.,alJ ,of ,hem ·are interested in
cooperating to ·obtain better solutions ·to the problem
under consideration. · 
1Ea:ch: Agent has· its own inference mechanism,
-knowledge (or just data· i.f it is not•an "intelligent::·.one)
, and communication ability: It· .can . .6Cnse the world and
:exchange data, ·kn�wledge, goals·,. part of plan� • .beliefs
. (with associated - · measures-- ·of :. ·uncertainty) - and
commands. . .,. . 
In order to do this, an Agent must know the profile of
its suri'otRlding ·community;. which "implies 1a' stereotyped
representation of different and·'.relev-anr- aspects of the
other-Agents. , :·, :.- . 
. · Moreover,. their .  own, self�knowledge. {to know .the
, contents ·.and limits C)f:-tht!ir. own skills and .competences)
enablesJthem to select- other Agents for: the.-.  sake .of a
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Fig. 2. Architecture of an Agent in the robotics T�stbed.
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fruitful cooperation, sending queries to and accepting 
requests from them. 
S. ACQUAINf ANCES -
Semi-autonomous Agents . in· :a cooperative community
need to know each other, at least as regards the possible
benefits of the intended cooperation. The question arises
how shall the images of Agents A 1 be presented to· Agent
At? � 
There have been interesting proposals for such-· 
acquaintances models2; we will summarize these, as 
follows: 
-Name of Agent A 1 as well as an address in order to be
recognized and to be located; · 
-Agent's possible role. ls it a creator of other Agents
or just a member of the organization .. , . 
-Skills. The Agent's competence and domain
knowledge. 
-Goals. List of goals other Agents know that one is
able to achieve. , ; ·, . 
-Plans. Some information· about how . each specific
Agent can reach a conclusion. 
Therefore, . a specific Agent A; can be ac;:tiv.ated, 
selected, or required by other A* on. the basis .. of any of 
the above-mentioned characteristics. 
It is also our opinion that each specific- Age.nt shall 
contain their own models of its acquaintances,- avoiding 
the existence of a separate entity with all that knowledge 
about the community; the latter pQSsibility. could indeed, 
lead to a bottleneck during cooperation. 
Another -important aspect of the intended mod�liza­
tion of the "community",is the inclusion of Model(s) of 
human Users which almost.inevitably, will inter.act· with 
the system. It is therefore important -to build up User 
Models in order to improve the human-cQ.mpUter 
Interface .. This matter of User Models in the ' .  Agents 
Community is the· subject of another on-going rese.arch 
taking place in our. group. Satisfactory . approaches to 
User Modelling can also be found· in.-Walhster and 
Kobsa.4 •• , . 
6...STRATEGIES FOR·REA..SONIN(i .l;>URING 
THE COOPERATION · ; , . -, 
Since they are autonomous and intelligent,: e;Jch A.gent 
must be provided w-ith its- .own .reasoning. mechanism. 
Different Agents may use different ,reasoning .�t:thods. 
Therefore · the distributed · system is -·compo.sed of 
heterogeneous modules and their reasoning methods 
may depend -.on the domain o(_.�,cpertise::··In . such a 
distributed system there may _exist heuristic intelligent 
strategies, but it is also likely to find.-non-Ahys�ems that 
use simply coded �lgorit�ms. 
In tii1le·critical environments, such as is the case in 
Robotics. the .. r.easoping _proces�. can be perform�d in an 
incremental way. Wh�n an Agent is asked for a solution 
it may have.a default" value to present, if necessary, to the 
demander and then start reasoning . trying to ·quickly 
achieve:.a po�ible S<:>lution and give it �ack. As time goes 
by, given solutions improve in quality until a -time limit 
has been foached. · -
a. Uncertainty
The heterogeneity of Agents may not only be present in
the reasoning methods but �also: in the methodologies to
deal with u1.1certain�ies. These can range from numerical
methods to symbolic ones. Numerical methods can
directly. use either Bayes' theprem, Certainty Factors
model ·or be based on evid�nti.al theory (Dempster­
Shaff.e.r: theory, for instance): ··· -
In-a cooperative environment each Agent can obtain 
- information from other Agents using different repre­
sentation-?methods for uncertainty. Therefore there is a
need to transform such representations so that the
receiving Agent is able to· admit them. Such facility is
·· also of great use· in-a robotic environment.
As an example, let us· ·suppose that the Agent in
'charge of mod�ling th,e· · 'w�rld has a measure of
uncertainty using intervais to .
. 
deal with preconditions to
grasp an object. If the location of that specific object has
:been extracted-:by the-:Vision Agent with a -single figure
to represent the uncertainty of. that location. � process of
matching .. between the. two information sets should be
·performed, despite the- ·,,referred difference in the
representation -.formalisms. Simple and somehow reduc­
·tionist techniques are being investigated to find a number
-in the interval in- the .first representation to be matched
with the figure obtained-on the secof!d -representation.
·.· · ··. 
,· b. Truth mainlenanc�
The need of TMS or A TMS5 arises when different 
( eventually contradictory) information s�ts are geIJerated 
in a-· system ·during infonilation -gathering or i1;1 Jhe 
process · ·of inference·.. As- -we h_av.e mentioned earlier 
concerning incremental reasoning,:-theFe. may arrive to 
each Agent different ·answers for the same:.pr_oblem at 
different stages of the inference process_ • .This-implies the
need to have a sort of a direct-dependency r:ietwork with 
previous conclusions which may be easily updated. 
We can deal with . this r non•monoto.nic-• aspect . of 
.· knowledge·, using .either ·TMS (Truth �aintenance 
· Systems) or ATMS: (Assumptions-based 7'ruth
·.Maintenance.Systems).
·. In a Robotics. environment the need- for A TMS_ may
happe�," for example�-,when the Visipn Agent gives
erroneous or imprecise information tc;> the plann�r.
When the latter Agent starts reasoning_ with that
information, planning some· paths or grasping actions,
the Perception (Laser) Agent .-nay give. to •t.inform�tion
that contradicts the,one given ·by the Vision Agent. If. the
Acquaintance Mpdel .states tht. mor� -credibility shall be
given to the laser, this implies that a(:tions already
. started must be revised. A global coherent image of the
"world" is then built up by the A TMS... 
7. EXAMPLE OF. COOP�RATION IN
ASSEMBLY ROBOTICS
In this, section we specify a testbed for cooperat�on in a
Robotic environment. Some situ<!,tions where. coopera­
tion is desired .-are ch{lracterized, and specific Agents for
assembly ,robotics are pres�nteQ. as well as. a very simple
example of ,(:oope�atiQn.
a. Requirements for cooperation
Each Agent is seen as a set of different modules,
controlled by its own Scheduler (Monitor), and--.
supported by different processes running under Unix.
This Scheduler (Monitor) is able io-mai:iag_� -��e following
modules: An input queue, where the requests to each
spe cific Agent are situated; an Agenda where differe�t
sub-tasks to be performed are kept; and the double
aspect of knowledge (Self-knowledge and kn?wledge
about the Acquaintances). : ·--- ·· · � 
Moreover, this upper layer, which is responsible for 
cooperation, is also in charge of controlling some aspects· 
of the underlying Intelligent System according to the 
requests of the cooperative community (see Figure 3). 
Agent queries and answers are transmitted by sending 
messages to the in-queue of the receiver Agent which is 
selected according to indications obtained from the 
Acquaintance module. The. Monitor takes the received 
message, analyses it and,, depending on its type (a goal to 
be executed, a fact to be inputed or a plan to be 
performed), places it in the Agenda waiting to be 
considered by the Agent's Intelligent _Syste�\ 
Messages fonnat includes, other than the ·content, the 
sender identification, the message type'and possible time 
constraints .. On the other hand,. the Monitor of the 
receiver- agent handles messages and· assigns· priorities to 
them, according to their type, the: importance of.-ttie 
send�r and. ihe :status of•the Agenda of the ·receiver.. ;-, 
: . The possibility to redirect the requests.-.is another 
important feature of ·the Monitor. An· Agent must have 
the opportunity to interrogate a set of Agents. The 
number of elements of this set may be one, some or all 
other Agents of the community. (broadcasting) .. Ht;,W· 
ever, whenever questions are formulated, the Agent 
.. should·be able to go on ''t.hinking"about other problems, 
while waiting for answers from others Agents. Moreover 
the agent needs to verify, whenever desirable, if the 
requested answer has already arrived. Some pr�blems 
can occur if the Agent remains in a waiting state because 
the desired answer cannot become a"vaitabte: Atte·ntion is 
Self 
K. Acquaintances
From other Agents 
Fig. 3. Flow of information inside an Agent. 
also paid to prevent situations where a circular linking of 
requests leads to a "cooperative deadlock". 
... In conclusion, we notice that important cooperative 
features, . like default reasoning, broadcasting and 
requ��ts_ �<? .. �pecJfi� .. Agents must also be present in a robotic testbed controlled by a community of Agents. 
Nevertheless, we shall see. that default reasoning has 
poor credibility in this case due to the highly dynamic 
environment and the irreversible consequences of
previous")ctioris: .  This implies a real need for planning
activities· and correct agenda creation by the cooperative 
· layer. ·· · ··-· ·· ·· 
b. Cooperation needs for the robotics workcell
In the framework of our. :robotics workcell it is possible
to identify the need.for sever.al'.Agent$,· such as·�Planoers
(High-level and low-level actions), Vision Interpreter,
other sensors (laser, proxim.tty sensors; etc ... ) and. the
World representation Agent. Below, some situations are
depicted where cooperation between, Agents· ( namely
Planning, Vision and. Object :Models+ World ·repre-
. sentation Agents) -is desirable: 
- (j},Whenever the ,,Planner knows a ,priori which
objects are present- -in a specific scene, but not where
they are, . symbolic objects· features (like name, function,
color. weight,. material, etc ... ) may be sent to the· Model
repiesentation Agent. ·This .. Agent associates. symbolic
features with numerical dimensions, of the · modeled
·object· · and ·1 send ·this information ··to . Vision. · Thisdefinitively.improves the-objects search .strategy., because
Vision looks only for the.desired objects on the·image,
ignoring Other information Ort the image.. . . 
. (ii) ! On the other hand� if a Planner completely ignores
· which!:8bjects are ,present on the· scene,· Vision -starts ·to
· work upon the scene identifying .objects and -sending
,their identification·to the:,World descriptor Agent and to
the-.. Planner in.· order to · ,enable their action. Let us
suppose that the Planner does not yet _know the- task 10
:be performed- (the cell ·is!able to perform several tasks)
.,-and Vjsion identifies (i)ne·-object. on:,.the,:pr.esent :scene.
This may be enoughr.for rd1e Planner: to· start with a
. planning task,· This,� event. tmggers, by itself, a new-requestito Vision in order .to be informed about locations
of other:,specific expected pbjects;i! '. .. ;• .. : ·
(iii) There are .also situations where ,time is a. critical
constraint and ·planning tasks impose on Vision a quicker
answer. If this,is·the.case, the Vision process must speed
up, applying· faster· processing {using; for example, the
. Hough Transform ,for·:only one pixel by each 4' or 16). 
Oearly, such an impro.vement leads to quicker· answers 
despite some loss of. accuracy. .Nevertheless, :.nothing 
prevents Vision: to. go on elaborating a better solution. 
•.. ''..(iv). Contingency analysis·.or exception handling·{what
; ,to- do when .unexpected obstacles are met or ·a .loose
, object) is still another field where cooperation may be of
great importance.
c. Agents in our testbed
As regards the description of the cooperation principles
in a robotics environment, we have already developed
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Fig; 4. Cooperation 'among three. Agents. 
. three main .cooperative Agents: 
. , • Vision Agent , ,i ., 
• Planning Agent · •·· 
· .•. -Model + World Descriptor Agent · :. ·
.:·, 
Our vision Agent is a simple 3D object identifier using
one image (software. to extract a matrix of distances from 
Laser · information· is under development) and some a priori,knowledge about objects to locate (numeric model 
:.of..objects). ·,The camera positions.· (focus point, focal 
··length, image plane equation etc ... ) relative to the space. axes (x,y,,z) are assumed to be known.
Vision processing starts with the Hough Transform 
application to detect lines.6 It uses a methodology·known 
. � "Preview, Verify and Validate" in order to recognize 
objects with the help of appropriated Models. ,: -.,· .. The :High ·level Planning Agent obtains from the User 
the description of the task to be done ·(including the ·. objects to . be manipulated characterized by ·their
. ·attributes). For example, a specific· .task may be. ·presented ,.. as follows: is_goal(put_on(smalL
, cube,orange_object)).
,: , .. ,,··Positions of the objects and the complete description
·of the ·state .. of the world are -provided by the user, or
,· automatically. gathered from another. Agent: For . the 
·-purpose of our description about the cooperative
,·:methods employed in our testbed, we only describe here the above referred three Agents. However, it is .clear 
· that other Agents.of a lower level nature, like ·the robot
. controller and the. set of sensors ·for monitoring,, ·are
mandatory in the robotics .testbed. Problems involved
with execution of �ctions in· the·· real world raise other
kind of pr.oblems,·like real-time;responsiveness, or· gr-asp
planning that are . beyond ·the ··scope of this paper.
. Nevertheless, ·the fact that·=the-.real, testbed·-encompasses
a more complete set of agents should be:kept in mind.
, . Another Agent ·is,:responsible .for ·object· models and
world representation, The object-models are represented 
as: frames with .slots reserved for ; eaclL symbolic:-. or 
numeric feature. For example: ... 
number: 3 · · · · · ·· · name� · boxl · 
.:.• 
:: ,'\ 
. -�. . ..
' • . I 
•:': ·: ... : .
material: plastic 
color: . yellow 
· weight: 100 ·
size: small 
numeric ctiaract.: peri�.eter: s�rfac:e, center of mass ... 
'position: ( co�rdin�tes) · . · .  · .. 
The numeric dimensions of the object ar.e also defined. 
Other interesting features to be considered are· possible 
·; grasp positions rfor each object· depending on specific
tasks. Moreover, World .tepresentation also uses position
:ci)()rdinates "(ob(ained:by Vision) to'infer some symbolic
.-positional relationships of ·obJects in the world .
'. d. · A simple example of cooperation
· In Figure· 4,an'exatnple of-cooperation between the three
=Agents described -before is represented.
.  · ·r;Tois :simple: example··conce·ms a situation with three 
. ·different boxes who�e image ·has· ·been .acquired .. ;and .,processed: :: 
:_;: �h�,e.· �; .· ; . :··ao ora.nge"·plijtic. box ·a· ·small red WOO<f 'box 
.. � . . . : '• ..
. ,: ..
Goals are specified by the user as follows: 
is_goal( on( white;flOQ.r}), 
is_goal( on(plastic, white)). 
is_goal( on( small ,plastt'C)) . 
The objects attributes as -white, plastic-and ·small have 
different na.tures (color, material and size). A message 
with those goals is sent to the Agent containing Models 
which uses the ·aforeinentioned attributes (white, plastic, 
small". ' .. ) - tg find the appropriated object model. 
Geometricar' information is found and given to Vision, 
helping in the process of locating e.acb _specific object. 
Finally, the World Model .. use.s the object positions to 
obtain the description- of. th� initial· state of the world and 
then sending to the Planner the following information: 
( on( white,ftoor). on(plastic,floor). on(small, white). 
'· .• ,;�·. . ., Now the Planner can establish the high-leve! plan to 
execute the task: 
put_on(boxl(small),floor). 
puLon(box2(plastic ),box3(white )). 
ptiLon(box 1 (small), box2(plastic)). 
Since our laboratory testbed is equipped with a robotic 
system (Renault/ APRA) controlled by a PC/ AT 
(MSDOS) using LM Language programs, the previous 
example has been executed after transferring object 
positions and the derived plan to PC files. A very simple 
low-level planner (on the PC) has successfully executed 
the planned task. This low-level planner, is not only able to translate 
high-level primitives into LM procedures, but also inserts 
some monitoring actions along the critical points· of the 
program: This allows a finer control of the execution of 
· the finai robot movements.
e. Self-knowledge
We have seen before that cooperation between Agents
implies the existence of two main kinds Qf different
pieces of knowledge: Self-knowledge - To know each
own Agent capability - and, Acquaintances knowledge -
to know other Agents' capabilities. In .this section we go
into further ·details concerning the contents of knowledge
in the upper-layer capability of Agents that are specific
to our robotic testbed.
Each specific agent of the cooperative community 
knows which goals it is able to execute. We can divide all 
possible executable goals and subgoals into two main 
categories: Those which· are the exclusive competence of that 
Agent (independent goals)· 
and Those which depend on other ones ( depend�nt). 
An independent goal or subgoal can be immediately 
· executed by the Agent without any need of external
information. On the other hand, if the agent needs
external information on goal or subgoal is said to be
dependent.
The structure, of Self-knowledge in which . concerns
goals, subgoals, external information (Data plus
. . .. Knowledge) and the produ�� information (Data plus 
Knowledge) are then closely interrelated iri the . 
respective module. It is up to the Monitor .to manage 
such rich information in order to drive the incoming 
·· requests and to plan the problem-solving activity of the
· receiving Agent:·
The previous example, illustrated in Figur� 4 (playing
with three agents) is considered again. in order to 
describe Self -knowledge involved in cooperation.
(i) Self-knowledge for vision agent
IS-Object Identifier
Goal 1- To locate objects for. the given task
subgoal 1.1- to obtain object models 
input: geometrical models 
fro.m: (Object Models+ World Model) subgoal 1.2- to acquire and process the image(s) 
input: request 
from: (Planner, User) 
subgoal 1.3 - to generate and to verify hypothesis 
Result: .spatial positions of located objects 
Goal 2-To verify object positions 
subgoal. 2.1 - to obt_ain object mod�ls 
input: geometrical models 
from: (Object Models+ World Model) 
subgoal 2.2 - to obtain the desired positions
input: coord.inates plus orientation · 
from: (Object Model�·+ World Model, User} 
. subgoal,2.3 _,: to .acquir.e. and prQ�SS the image(s) 
input: r�q1,1est . . , · 
from: (Planner, User) 
subgoal 2A - Jo match Models with images 
Result: y In 
(U) Sell-knowledge for planning agent
IS-High-level Planner
Goal 1-to genera.le the high-level plan
. . subgoal 1. � -:- to know wttj�h objects are present in
the scene . input: obje� symbolic features 
from: (User, Vision) 
subgoal 1.2 - to know the state of the World 
input: object, geometrical relationships 
from: (0Qject Models+ World Model, User) 
subgoal 1.3 - to 'know the desired objectives 
input: final state of the World 
fro:n: ·(User) · · 
subgoal 1.4 - to build up the plan 
Result: A plan composed of high-level orders 
Goal 2-to reptan 
subgoal 2.1- to know the actual state. of the World 
input: object relationships 
from:· (Object Models+ World Model, User) 
subgoal 2.2 ... to know if the objectives are modified 
input: final state of the World --
from: (User) 
subgoal 2.3 - to patch up the initial plan 
Result: high-level orders to be inserted itt �he initial 
plan· 
(iii) Self-knowl�die fQr models+ world ·aescription
agent .
IS-Set of Models and Spatial Reasoning capabilities
Goal 1-to access object models by some features
subgoal 1. L- to collect object symbolic features
input: Object name (name.color ,material .. )
from: (User.Planner)
subgoal 1.2 - to access frames to obtain geometrical
models · ' ·: 
Result: geometrical models
Goal 2-to describe the state of the World
subgoal 2.1 - to collect object positions
input: object positions
_from: (User, Vision)
subgoal 2.2 - to apply spatial reasoning techniques
Result: geometrica.l and positional ·relatie1nships between
objects
Multi-agent environment 
The field "from" (from where the information comes),
referred above, is related with the Acquaintances
described below. The Monitor shall_ be able to associate
the field "input" with the appropriated acquaintances in
order to identify the set of agents that must be
requested. · :·· · 
f Acquaintances
In the Self -Knowledge Module, ·an··agent has information
about its own capabilities in teriris of'possible goals it can
achieve. But it also must know ·who is able to answer itsneeds and which data or knowledge: will be required
from itself. ··· As regards goals, subgoals, Data·+ Knowledge and
results, the acquaintances are not just the union of all
pieces of knowledge about. the other agents of the
community. Only the direct interactions with · �ach
particular agent have to be represented. · · · 
for _example, the high-level Planner knows that the
Models + World Descriptor agent are abie to provide the
symbolic state of the _World (see item 5 of Figure 4), but
ignores the fa�t that the last one will ·ask Vision about
object .position� to solve _t�at request (4 of the same
figure). In �uch a· case, ft · is more important to the
Planner to_ know :·that it is convenient· to send symbolic
features of o�jects like n·ame. or color (2 of the same
figure). · ·· ' · 
As an example, what is needed for the Acquaintances
Model of Models + W<>rld Descriptor is: 
from Vision · · 
"it is able to obtain object positions"
· · from Planner .
8. SOME EXPERIMENTS
a. Initial considerations
Experiments of Cooperation using the CooperationLayer have been made considering the follo,wingIntelligent Systems:
HLP - High-level Planner
LLP - Low-level Planner 
WO - World Description 
MODELS - Models of Objects
VISION - Object Identifier
In the User console six windows are open,, viz. five for. the above. Intelligent Syste!11s and another for specific·USER interface.-Whenever a name of .an Agent is givento be part of the over�ll cooperative .. community' three
files are loaded: The Agen.t's Self-Model: Agents
Community Model and the Intelligent System itself.
Monitor and Acquaintances Modules are identical forany agent. On the other hand, Self-Model and
Community Models have .different- .,contents for each
-agent, despite the similarity in-its frame structure. 
·: The first activity of any· a gen�. is · to . open its own·message queue·by look ing··to its,Q.wn. Self-Model where· . the name of the Agent's·Message.,Queue·is. The Monitor
: -c starts then looking for tasks· by periodically :accessing this 
···in-queue. Each Agent is a'. set· of· two Uni� processes
running concurrently, one for the IS and -another for its
cooperative layer. ·, . . . ·: ..  . \ 
' b. The test problem
In this test problem objects shown in Figure 5 are
supposed to be modelled in the MODELS Agent. 
. "it is able to know symbolic features of objects" Figure 6a represents the· initial stat� of -objects and. . . . . . Figure 6b the goal state. ; · ·  This
h 
s1mt;r1e? d
h
escnpuon · �f other �gentf
s wikll be . · The overall goal of this test probl�m is the generationenoug to � P m t e cooperative executJ�n ° tas s by:. ··of a high-level plan to go from the initial !;tate to thethe commumty of Agents. : .. ·specified goal state.
g. The monitor c. Example of cooperation 
.. ·.
We have seen before how the upper layer of our Agents· ·,��The cooperative system starts to ,work ¥{he'1 t� USER
provides knowledge about the cooperative community.: ·, writes the following goal:·· . (other Agents), as well as about its own Int�Uigent · ' . ·· .. . " · . ... · S · Th t I rt f t.h. t· f . .11 .. requ1red_go.al(generaie_h1gh_leveLplan,[usr],300,new)ystem. e con ro pa o 1s coopera 1ve ayer w1 ·' · .. ····;- .: .:·· .
.
. ·. ·. 
. nQW be. �escribed; this control part is termed the ·This acts ,as a request ·which-;is -.direct�d to the HLPMonitor. . . . · message queue. . . '.fhe Monitor. is "in ch.arge of: This message ·-'is. read-,.during :,t_he "read_qaeue_in"• To direct r�quests to and from the Intelligent activity of the Monitor. The following phase, �gea�te_
System (IS); pending_goals" concludes, by consulting the(Self-ModeJ,! To inform oth�r Agents of its own IS activities; · that some· ·inputs-'. are .·needed e�gpal.....sym�olic...statr'
• To in'terrupt an IS current task and, later on, to and "initiaLsymbolic..state" whicb· means _the descrip-
resume it dynamically. · tions of initial and final object positions). Since such
In order to be able to have ·such features the Monitor inputs are missing; it is necessary t�rlqok -�or,. !P tp_e Self
consults AAM about interests of what. is being executed and Acquaintances Knowledge, who. is able to inform
by the IS. Moreover, it consults the IS Module for the about them. 'The input "go.al..symbol/c_state'� is· a result
plan of execution of each tas� (a set of s�b."goals) and it of "task_identification" capability of the HLP itself.
interrupts it whenever another reque·st with higher Then, a new goal request·isigenerateq; ··, 
priority arrives. The swapping is performed after a required_g��l(tasf.identific?tio�,[hlp]>�OO-,common)command to save the current computational context · . . , .. . . . ·. _ 
given by the monitor. On the other hand, "initiaL.sy,nbolic..state" is a
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result of "know_initiaLstate" goal of· WM Intelligent 
· System·:
The only input for taslLidentification" is "task_
description". The HLP A-gen� �II ask the USER for this
missing information.
At this moment the two goals of HLP are . i,;i the 
waiting state: "task_identification" waits for "task_ 
description" and the goal "generate..:.higJa_leveLplan" 
waits for "goal..symbolic..state" an�. "initial_ 
symbolic..state". There are two pending goals in HLP .. ,. 
Task Scheduler: 
pending_goal(generate_high_leveLplan, 1, [usr], wait-·'
ing, 400) 
pending_goal(tasLidentification, 2, [hip], waiting, 500) 
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·Figure 7 · shows :,the '· state 1 -of·,the System, at this
. moment, in terms .. of goal requests. 
· . , The · refreshing·· :activity of. WM agent. allows the
reception of:
required_goal(know_initiaLstate, [hip], 400, common)
task_idenlification 
Fig:?'.. Flow of cboperation among User, HLP and WO. 
WO 
ge1_19eometric_m,odels 
MODELS 
Fig. 8. Aow of coopera�ion among WD, HLP, MQ�els. an<t, Vision. � � . : t 
t� For the execution:-; of '�know _initiaLstate" task, 
several inputs are .: missing ("symbolic_Jeatures", 
"object_/ocations" and._ "geometric_models") which implies the need for cooperation between WD anc:1 HLP, 
VISION and MODELS. Needed interactions, in terms 
of WD goal requests, are shown in Figure 8. 
VISION obtain "geLobjecLlocations". request and 
needs "symbolic•featura" (from HLP) and·'�geometrlc_ models" (from MODELS). Figure 9 shows the new 
generated requests. i • MODELS receives a "geLgeome�c_m�els'' 
request, but once again "symbolic_Jeatures': are missing 
and HLP "task_identification" goal will again · be 
invoked (see Figure 10). 
Now let us pay attention to the overall system s�ate. 
All agents are directly or indirectly waiting for 
"tasL.identification" goal execution. This goal needs a 
"task_dacrlption" input from the USER. "Kaow_tasL. 
desaipdon" is then fullfilled by the USER and the result 
is the following description made available to the HLP 
in•queue: 
is_goal( on(base,ftoor)) 
is_goal(on(top,barl)) 
is_goal( on( top ,bar2))
is_goal(in(barl, base))
is_goal(in(bar2,base)) ,_ }. .. __is_goal(in( center ,base))
··� . 
is_goal(in(center ,top))._ . ,:· ,;.: .... .•.. , ... _.goaLposition(base,100,100,0,0)
goaLposition(top,100,100,50,0)
goaLposition(barl,70,100,0,0)
goaLposition(bar2, 130, 100,0,0)
goaLposition(center,100,100,10,0)
.,, . .: 
; The message "dk_available(tas�_dµcriptiQn)'! is 
sent to update HLP · Self ·Modeh , _._Now;:· /'.-Sk­
ideatification" ·pending goal is. chang�d;to a,-reac;!y state 
I • :;�r ,, 
,..... ,.,. ···--'"':_ 
; ,·. : 
, ... -·· •,• 
Hl:P 
Fig. 9: Flow of cooperatio,n·among Vision, l-lLP and·Models. 
r::-, '-; .� • 
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MODELS 
Fig. 10. Aow of cooperation among HLP and Models.,,, .. 
and immediately executed because it has a higher 
priority than uther activities. After the conclusion of this 
goal, the A1,M of HLP is consulted to know who is 
interested in ·the achieved results. Therefore, and in 
accordance ·10 the information abo'lt acquaintances WM, 
VISION, OBJECT MOO"ELS, an'd LLP are informed 
about "symbolic-features" as follows: 
sym bolic_f eatures((base �··bar 1-; bar2, center, top]) 
Information· · ab()ut;. "dk_avai/able(symbo/ic-feat· ures)" is sent io-,the previously mentioned agents. 
The OBJECT. MODELS now is able to provide 
VISION with "geometrlc_models" which enable this one to compute Object_locations" and send this information 
to WO and LLP. •· WM is now abie to execute the "know_initiaLstate" 
task giving the fo�owing results to HLP: 
,, . on( top,ftoor }·, 
on(base,top) 
in(barl,base) 
in(bar2,base) 
in( center ,base) 
in( center, top) 
Finally, · sioce "dk_avai/able(initial_symbollc_ 
state)'f°nas f also :-f>een received, the "generate.Jrigh_ /eveL.plan";:go�l ca� be successfully executed giving to 
LLP the desired plan: 
'" ex��(put_on...:.floor{ center)) 
exec(pt:1Lon_ftoor(bar2)) 
exec(put-�n_floor(bar 1)) 
, .. -··· exec(puL(?p(base';(ftoor))) exec(insert(bar l , base)) 
exec( insert(bar2, base)) 
exec(puLo� ,_( top[�ar l, bar2])) 
exec( (insert( ceriter ,(base ,top J)) 
· Example t:ondusions . _. 1 ,. • ··-• : • : •• ·;, • In the last section we have quickly shown how our
system architect��� is sufficient to enable simple
. t , .... 
. i'. 
,:; .•.:. 
-· .. :· 
.1 
.... ;. \ � . 
. : i. ... : >-; •·· • 
• ·:. it:'. ,. t 
·1: 
cooperative dialogues between different Agents in the 
Assembly Robotics framework. This conclusion does not 
imply that the use of more sophisticated mechanisms to 
support cooperation should not be used. Nevertheless, 
attention must be paid to the fact that more sophisticated 
mechanisms may degradate too much the overall 
performance of Intelligent Systems as regards time. In 
order to maintain a fair balance between communication 
and computation, our approach makes use of com­
munication facilities only when really needed. The 
previous example shows this strategy. 
One final word about implementation. The VISION 
agent is very time consuming and we are just dealing 
with 2D techniques. 3D characteristics are obtained 
through the interpretation of distance information, 
gathered from the scene by means of a grid of points 
projected by a Laser. Other agents, High-Level Planner, 
World and Objects Models and Low-Level Planner are 
already available. The more interesting one is HLP 
which uses some original ideas. HLP can be shortly 
described as non-linear and using an heuristic method of 
minimum cost to find the best sequence of non­
conflicting actions. A pre-processing method is also used 
to delete goals already achieved. We would like to stress 
here that our HLP becomes very efficient when 
compared with traditional NOAH or STRIPS ap­
proaches. LLP, responsible for the translation of the 
high-level plan to the robot command language is also 
capable of inserting in the final procedures monitoring 
actions. LLP becomes ultimately responsible for the 
accomplishment of the orders given to the robot arm for 
execution. 
9, CONCLUSIONS 
We are trying to implement a Distributed Architecture 
including several Agents for Assembly Robotics tasks 
using Distributed Artificial Intelligence paradigm. 
We already have identified specific and crucial features 
to be embedded in our Agents, as well as some 
peculiarities of their Reasoning process, Acquaintances 
and Communications mechanisms. Such Agents are now 
being developed in respect of their own competence and 
specific needs for cooperation. 
A simple example illustrating how Agents are 
integrated in a cooperative community to solve a task 
was also described. 
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